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Abstract— Multipath routing enables a network’s traffic to be
split among two or more possibly disjoint paths in order to reduce
latency, improve throughput, and balance traffic loads. Yet, once
the control plane establishes multiple routes, a policy is needed for
efficiently splitting traffic among the selected paths. In this pa-
per, we introduce Opportunistic Multipath Scheduling (OMS), a
technique for exploiting short term variations in path quality to
minimize delay, while simultaneously ensuring that the splitting
rules dictated by the routing protocol are satisfied. In particular,
OMS uses measured path conditions on time scales of up to several
seconds to opportunistically favor low-latency high-throughput
paths. However, a naive policy that always selects the highest
quality path would violate the routing protocol’s path weights and
potentially lead to oscillation. Consequently, OMS ensures that
over longer time scales relevant for traffic management policies,
traffic is split according to the ratios determined by the routing
protocol. We develop a model of OMS and derive an asymptotic
lower bound on the performance of OMS as a function of path
conditions (mean, variance, and Hurst parameter) for self-similar
traffic. An example finding from the model is that long-time-scale
traffic fluctuations represented by a larger Hurst parameter im-
prove the performance gain of OMS vs. round-robin scheduling,
even under paths that are statistically identical. Finally, we use
an extensive simulation-based performance study to evaluate the
accuracy of the analytical model, explore the impact of OMS on
TCP throughput, and study the impact of factors such as delayed
measurements.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Multipath routing establishes multiple network paths be-
tween pairs of routers to provide more efficient load balancing
and higher-performance paths as compared to unipath routing.
In practice, multipath routing is implemented via Equal Cost
Multi-path as specified in [1], an extension to OSPF that estab-
lishes multiple paths with identical hop count.

Once multiple routes are established, the ingress traffic split-
ter (the router at the initial branch point) requires a policy to de-
termine how to allocate individual packets to the paths. Round
Robin (RR) allocation of packets among paths is the most com-
monly deployed policy due to its simplicity. A second scheme
is to divide traffic according to a hash function applied to the
source and destination pair, possibly including port numbers
and protocol ID, e.g., [2]. This has the advantage of having
each TCP micro-flow follow the same path thereby improv-
ing TCP performance, as packets within a TCP flow are not
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reordered. However, this policy requires computationally com-
plex per-packet operations and is not guaranteed to result in the
desired traffic splitting ratio as flow rates are not known in ad-
vance. A third policy specified in [1] divides traffic according
to destination prefixes of the forwarding table. While also pre-
venting packet reordering within TCP flows, it also results in
unpredictable loads on each path, as the traffic to each prefix is
not known in advance nor is it easily controllable, as the major-
ity of traffic is often destined to a single prefix [3].

In any case, all three splitting policies ignore the relative
quality of the paths in making the traffic splitting decision. In
this paper, we introduce Opportunistic Multipath Scheduling
(OMS) as a traffic splitting policy that opportunistically favors
low-delay high-throughput paths while simultaneously ensur-
ing that the traffic splitting ratios defined by the routing policy
are satisfied. In particular, routes and path weights can be ex-
pected to change on the timescale of minutes due to load balanc-
ing policies, faults, and other factors. However, path conditions
are continuously changing due to traffic burstiness and traffic
dynamics. OMS monitors one-way path delays and exploits
differences in path conditions at moderate time scales (e.g., 10s
of msec to seconds) to schedule packets over the highest qual-
ity paths.1 Moreover, OMS ensures that over longer time scales
(e.g., greater than seconds) the fraction of bytes transmitted on
each path satisfies the path ratios defined by the multipath rout-
ing algorithm, ensuring that the network’s traffic engineering
and load balancing policies are satisfied.

OMS is inspired by an analogous wireless scheduling prob-
lem [4], [5], [6], [7]. In wireless networks, each user’s channel
condition is continuously varying due to fading and mobility.
Wireless opportunistic scheduling refers to selection of the user
with the best channel conditions while simultaneously ensur-
ing that fairness constraints are satisfied over long time scales.
Thus, algorithms such as developed in [4], [5], [6], [7] exploit
high-quality channels when they occur, yet ensure that no user
is starved due to perpetually poor channel conditions.

Our first contribution is to formulate the multipath schedul-
ing problem as an optimization problem in which the traffic
splitter seeks to select a path for each packet to minimize its
queueing delay subject to satisfying the traffic splitting rules.
We demonstrate OMS’ optimality and convergence to optimal-
ity via application of techniques developed in [6] despite the

1We will show that clocks need not be synchronized despite our use of one-
way delays.



significant differences in the multipath vs. wireless scheduling
problems (selection of paths vs. users, paths contain queues vs.
wireless channels, load balancing vs. fairness constraints, etc.).

Second, we devise an analytical model to characterize the
performance of OMS as compared to Round Robin scheduling.
In particular, we consider a system model consisting of a single
bottleneck queue per path, and (self similar) fractional Brow-
nian motion (fBm) fluid traffic inputs. While a highly simpli-
fied model of a realistic network, it allows us to characterize the
performance of OMS and RR as a function of traffic parameters
(mean rate, variance coefficient and Hurst parameter) and study
several key aspects of the problem. For example, we derive
an expression to characterize the performance gain of OMS vs.
RR as a function of the Hurst parameter, and show that because
increased long-time-scale traffic correlation (largerH) results
in more highly variable path conditions, OMS has an increased
opportunity to select better paths and provide further reduced
delays as compared to RR.

Finally, we perform an extensive set of numerical investiga-
tions and ns-2 simulations. We first compare the results of the
analytical model with simulations of fBm traffic and show that
the model serves as a lower bound to the OMS vs. RR perfor-
mance gain that is increasingly tight with higher Hurst param-
eter, mean rate, and variance coefficient. We then use simula-
tions to explore the key performance factors that are not cap-
tured by the analytical model. For example, we show that even
if information of the path conditions is delayed by as much as
100’s of msec to one second, OMS can still achieve high per-
formance provided that the Hurst parameter is sufficiently large
(e.g., greater than 0.6). The reason is that the long-time-scale
temporal correlation in traffic characterized by a largeH re-
sults in long-time-scale correlation of the path conditions. Con-
sequently, OMS’ scheduling decisions are robust to moderate
delays in obtaining the information on path quality. We also
study the impact of OMS on TCP performance. As described
above, multipath routing can potentially hinder the throughput
of TCP flows due to misordered packets. We show that under
round-robin scheduling and TCP NewReno [8] as well as TCP
SACK [9], multipath TCP flows obtain goodputs as low as 20%
of their ideal fair rate. In contrast, we show that under OMS
scheduling, multipath TCP flows obtain throughputs of nearly
100% of their ideal fair rate, provided that the level of aggre-
gation is sufficiently high (e.g., at least 10 TCP flows sharing a
path). The key reason is that the reduced delay and optimized
path selection of OMS increases TCP throughput in a way that
overwhelms any adverse effects of occasional packet misorder-
ing.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first
present a review of related work in multipath routing. In Section
III, we describe the multipath scheduling problem formulation
and devise OMS. Next, in Section IV, we devise an analytical
performance model to study OMS and RR under fBm traffic.
Finally, in Section V, we present the results of a simulation-
based performance study of OMS and RR.

II. RELATED WORK

A significant literature addresses protocol design for com-
puting multiple routes and their associated weights to minimize

delay and optimize use of network resources; see for example
[10], [11], [12] and the references therein. Such work is com-
plimentary to OMS as OMS presupposes a control-path proto-
col to set up the routes: such a protocol may be a simple hop-
count protocol with equal splitting [1] or more sophisticated
distributed optimizations as in [11], [12].

The control path for multipath routing has also also been
studied in the context of connection-oriented networks with
reservations; see for example [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] and
the references therein. Protocols devised in this context seek
to balance signaling overhead and the number of established
paths with throughput optimization and quality-of-service con-
straints. In contrast, our work is more suited towards connec-
tionless IP traffic in which flow traffic descriptors are not known
in advance.

Next, there is a literature on theforwarding pathof multipath
routing that addresses techniques for traffic splitting. Hashing
schemes [2], prefix matching schemes [1], and suffix matching
schemes [18] have all been introduced to address the problem
of misordered TCP packets. For example, the conclusion of [2]
is that a 16-bit CRC of the complete five tuple of source and
destination address and port along with protocol ID is required
to ensure an equal traffic split. In Section V, we show that
OMS’ substantial delay reduction significantly increases TCP
throughput and eliminates the need for ensuring that all pack-
ets within a TCP flow use a single path, thereby eliminating
the need for computations associated with hashing and prefix
matching.

Finally, sender side modifications of TCP have been pro-
posed to make TCP more robust to out-of-order segment ar-
rival due to multipath routing [19]. The study found that the
proposed modified TCP obtains 58% of the throughput as com-
pared to flow hashing vs. 28% of the throughput for round robin
and unmodified TCP. In contrast, OMS obtains 100% of the
throughput of flow hashing without modification to TCP.

III. OMS SCHEDULER DESIGN

A. System Model and Problem Formulation

We consider a network supporting multipath routing as de-
picted in Figure 1(a), in which a routing protocol such as [1]
associates a weightφi with path i such that

∑
φi = 1. The

weights are computed by the routing protocol to reflect load
balancing or policy objectives and are interpreted as the frac-
tion of bytes that should be transmitted on the respective paths.
The objective of OMS is to minimize the mean delay of the
multipath packets by exploiting short time scale path condi-
tions, while ensuring that the routing objectives (weights) are
satisfied over long time scales.

The path conditions are time-varying due to the bursty nature
of cross traffic as well as the multipath traffic itself. Therefore,
we use a stochastic model to characterize the delays incurred
on different paths and denote{Dk

i } as a stochastic process as-
sociated with pathi, whereDk

i is the delay that packetk would
encounter if it is scheduled to pathi.

The scheduling algorithm is deployed at splitters, or routers
where traffic is split over multiple paths, such as routers A and
B in Figure 1(a). To obtain the one-way path delays, we use ac-
tive probing techniques in which a source splitter sends packets
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Fig. 1. Network and System Model for Multipath Routing

to its destination splitter located at the end of the multipath,
and each probing packet is time-stamped at both the source
and destination splitters. Ideally, splitters will have synchro-
nized clocks using NTP [20]. However, OMS does not require
that clocks be synchronized as probing packets share the same
ingress and egress node. Namely, while unsynchronized clocks
will bias the measured queue lengths, it will bias all paths
equally. We make one further comment on the effect of un-
synchronized clocks at the end of this section after presenting
OMS.

To develop OMS, we consider a simplified system model as
illustrated in Figure 1(b). As above, we considerN paths with
weight φi for path i, where

∑
i φi = 1. Moreover, let pathi

have arrivalsAk
i at timek. Let sk ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} be the path

that packetk is scheduled on. Our objective is given by the
following.

min E{Dk
sk
}

s.t. E{
∑

k
XkI(sk,i)∑

k
Xk

} = φi

whereXk is the length of packetk andI(sk, i) is an indicator
function that is one if packetk is scheduled to pathi and zero
otherwise.

Finally, we model pathi as a single bottleneck queue with
capacityCi and denote{Qk

i } as a stochastic process associated
with path i, whereQk

i is the queue size that packetk would
encounter if it is scheduled to pathi.

We can then rewrite the above problem as

min E{Qk
sk

Csk
}

s.t. E{
∑

k
XkI(sk,i)∑

k
Xk

} = φi

whereQk
i has the following recursive structure [21]

Qk
i = (Qk−1

i + Ak
i + XkI(sk, i)− Ci)+

andx+ denotesmax(x, 0).

B. The OMS Policy

Here we describe OMS, an algorithm that schedules packets
over multiple paths at a source splitter router. The objective of
OMS is to minimize the average delay of the multipath traffic by

exploiting time-varying path conditions, while also satisfying
the route-splitting weightsφ1, φ2, · · ·φN .

For simplicity, let each path have the same link capacity. In
this case, the problem is to minimize the expected queue size
that the multipath packets encounter, i.e.,

min E{Qk
sk
}

s.t. E{
∑

k
XkI(sk,i)∑

k
Xk

} = φi.

In other words, the scheduler determines which path should
be selected to transmit packetk such that we minimize average
delay and satisfy the routing objective. In developing OMS in
this section, we assume we have perfect information of path
conditions, i.e., for a given packetk, the scheduler knows the
queue size vector~Qk = (Qk

1 , · · · , Qk
N ) whereQk

i is the queue
size of pathi at the scheduling time of packetk. Later, we
address the case of imperfect information due to delays. The
delay-minimizing scheduler chooses the path having minimum
queue size, yet may not satisfy the routing objective. Thus we
consider only policies that also satisfy the routing objective.

The queue process{Qk
i }’s can be stationary or non-

stationary and we begin with the stationary case. LetAk
i and

Xk
i be the stationary stochastic process of cross traffici over

path i and multipath traffic respectively. From [22], we have
that for a stationary input process, the queue process is also sta-
tionary. LetQi be a random variable representing the queue
size of pathi at a generic scheduling time. Assuming equal
packet size for simplicity of presentation and replacing expec-
tation with probability, we have

min E{Qk
sk
}

s.t. P{sk = i} = φi.

Let us define a policyS to be a scheduling policy that satis-
fiesP{S( ~Q) = i} = φi where ~Q is the queue size vector at a
generic packet scheduling time. IfS( ~Q) = i, then the packet
is routed over pathi, and it encounters queue sizeQS(~Q) (i.e.
Qi). Therefore,E{QS(~Q)} is the average queue size the multi-
path packets encounter under policyS. Let Ω be the set of all
scheduling policies that satisfy the routing constraints as we are
interested only in scheduling policies that split traffic in accor-
dance with the routing weights. For example, a greedy policy
which always schedules traffic on the lowest delay path and ig-
nores path weights is not a valid policy as it violates the traffic



splitting rules. Thus, our goal is to find a policyS that mini-
mizes the average queue size, namely

minS∈Ω E{QS(~Q)}. (1)

In general, the scheduling policy itself affects the distribution
of the queue size since queues are filled by cross-traffic as well
as multipath traffic. Yet, to simplify the problem and to have a
tractable analysis, we assume that in any time slot (previously,
indexk represents packet id, henceforth, it represents time-slot
under our assumption of fixed-sized packets), the amount of
multipath traffic is sufficiently small such that it does not af-
fect the queue size distribution. With this assumption, we have
a unique distribution for each path which depends only on the
cross-traffic. We explore the impact of the multipath traffic it-
self using simulations and present the results in Section V.

In [6], Liu et al. investigate a scheduling problem in wire-
less networks in which a single wireless channel is shared by
N users, and selection of useri will result in utility (e.g.,
throughput)Uk

i according to the user’s wireless channel condi-
tion. The problem is to determine which user should be sched-
uled to maximize throughput given constraints of total system
resources as well as constraints on temporal fairness, namely,
over long time scales, useri should access the channel a frac-
tion φi of time. From [6], the optimal (utility maximizing)
scheduling policy under the above constraints and stationaryUk

i

is shown to be

S∗(~U) = arg max
i

Ui + v∗i (2)

with

v∗i s.t. P (max
j 6=i

Uj + v∗j < Ui + v∗i ) = φi). (3)

In other words, at each scheduling instantk, the useri that max-
imizes{Uk

i +v∗i } is selected and scheduled. If the channel con-
ditions are stationary,v∗i are fixed real values and can be com-
puted using the distributions ofUi and Equations (2) and (3). If
Uk

i is unknown or non-stationary, [6] shows how stochastic ap-
proximation techniques [23] can be used to adaptively estimate
v∗i based on measurements.

Here, we have one data packet (vs.N packets fromN users)
to be transmitted on 1 ofN paths (vs. a single channel), where
the paths have constant capacity and variable congestion (vs.
variable capacity due to wireless conditions). Moreover, our
objective is to select the minimum delay path (vs. maximum
utility) subject to route-splitting byte-count rules (vs. fairness).
In any case, we observe that the two problems have a dual math-
ematical representation such that the optimal (delay minimiz-
ing) scheduling policy subject to the multipath splitting ratios
is given by

S∗( ~Q) = arg min
i

Qi + v∗i (4)

with

v∗i s.t. P (min
j 6=i

Qj + v∗j > Qi + v∗i ) = φi

In other words, for the case of stationary cross traffic and a neg-
ligible impact of multipath traffic on the queue size distribution,
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the policyS∗ minimizes the average queue size encountered by
multipath packets while satisfying the routing constraints.

The OMS scheduling policy itself is illustrated in Figure 2.
The path measurement module estimates the relative delays of
theN paths using active probing as discussed above, such that
the estimated delay or queue length of pathi for packetk is
Qk

i . To schedule packetk, the scheduling block simply selects
the pathi minimizing Qk

i + vk
i . If the distributions of the path

characteristicsQi are known in advance, thenvk
i is a constant

and can be computed as in Section IV. If the distributions are
unknown or the path characteristics are non-stationary, thenvk

i

is updated in the parameter update block according to

vk+1
i = vk

i −
1
k

(φi − I(Sk, i)). (5)

As shown in [23], [6],vk
i is guaranteed to converge to its opti-

mal value for a quite general class of scenarios including noisy
observations. Intuitively, ifvi = 0, the path with the lowest
delay is always selected. However, adaptingvk

i according to
Equation (5), ensures that the weights that define the traffic
splitting ratiosφi are obeyed.

Finally, we return to the issue of unsynchronized clocks. The
adaptive search forv∗i begins with an initialization ofvk

i = 0
for all i. Observe that if the egress node’s clock lags or leads the
ingress node’s byε, the optimal values will simply shift fromv∗i
to v∗i + Cε or v∗i − Cε respectively. Consequently, OMS will
take correspondingly additional or fewer steps to converge to
the new optimal value from its starting point ofvk

i = 0.

IV. A NALYTICAL PERFORMANCEMODEL

In this section, we study the performance of OMS by com-
puting the mean delay of each of the multiple paths under the
OMS algorithm. As a baseline for comparison, we also com-
pute the mean delay of a Round-Robin (RR) policy which sim-
ply alternates paths according to the weightsφi without regard
to path conditions.

To maintain tractability while still capturing the essential as-
pects of the system, we model each path by a single bottleneck
queue as in Figure 1, model traffic by a (self-similar) fractional
Brownian motion (fBm) process, and assume that the amount
of multi-path traffic itself does not change the queue size distri-
bution.

In this case, the mean delay of a path is given byEQ/C
where C is the link capacity and henceforth we use queue



length and delay interchangeably. We define the gain of OMS
over Round Robin as

G =
E{QRR} − E{QOMS}

E{QRR} (6)

such that0 < G ≤ 1 indicates a delay reduction of OMS vs.
Round Robin, with 1 representing the best achievable. A gain
G < 0 would indicate that Round Robin has lower delay. Our
results provide the performance gain of OMS as compared to
round-robin multi-path scheduling as a function of cross-traffic
parameters (mean rate, variance coefficient and Hurst parame-
ter). In special cases, we compute closed-form expressions.

A. General Formulation

Let pathi have fBm traffic with mean ratemi, variance coef-
ficientai and Hurst parametersHi. In [22], Norros showed that
the queue occupancy distribution is asymptotically Weibull,2

i.e.,

P{Qi > x} ≈ e−βix
γi (7)

where

γi = 2(1−Hi)

βi = 1
2aimi(1−Hi)2

( (1−mi)(1−Hi)
Hi

)2Hi

for links with unit capacity. Let us assume we haveN paths
with capacity 1 and the queue size distribution is Weibull. The
OMS algorithm is

Sk( ~Qk) = arg min
i

Qk
i + v∗i .

Observe that we can calculate~v∗ by using the joint density
function of the queue size distribution of each of the paths. In
particular, asQi denotes a random variable representing the sta-
tionary queue size of pathi, from the definition of OMS, we
have that

QOMS = QS

where
S = arg min(Q1 + v∗1 , · · · , QN + v∗N ).

Moreover, since theQi’s can be assumed independent since
they are serving separate cross traffic flows,E{QOMS} is given
by

E{QOMS}=
∫ ∞

0

· · ·
∫ ∞

0

qSΠN
i=1fQi(qi)dqi

=
∫ ∞

0

· · ·
∫ ∞

0

qSΠN
i=1γiβiq

γi−1
i e−βiq

γi
i dqi

=
∫ ∞

0

· · ·
∫ ∞

0

qSe−
∑N

i=1
βiq

γi
i ΠN

i=1γiβiq
γi−1
i dqi (8)

whereS = arg min(q1 + v∗1 , · · · , qN + v∗N ).
Since the Weibull distribution does not have a moment gen-

erating function, a general closed form expression for Equation

2Measurement studies have found the Weibull distribution effective in char-
acterizing queueing delay [24].

(8) cannot be obtained and we resort to numerical integration
as described below. However, a closed form expression for
E{QOMS} can be obtained for the case of independent but statis-
tically homogeneous paths that have identical mean, variance,
and Hurst parameters, as also described below.

For the case of round-robin multipath scheduling, the average
delay or queue size encountered by multipath traffic is com-
puted as follows. LetQRR = φ1Q1 + · · · + φNQN . The
expected queue size is given by

E{QRR} = E{φ1Q1 + · · ·+ φNQN}
= φ1E{Q1}+ · · ·+ φNE{QN}

Since the mean of the Weibull distribution is given by

E{Qi} =
Γ(1 + 1

γi
)

β
1/γi

i

where

Γ(z) =
∫ ∞

0

e−xxz−1dx

we have

E{QRR} =
∑ φiΓ(1 + 1

γi
)

β
1/γi

i

.

B. Homogeneous Paths

Here we consider the case ofN homogeneous oriid paths,
i.e., each path has statistically independent fBm traffic, and all
paths have the same mean, variance, and Hurst parameter and
weightφi = 1/N .

In this case,~v∗ = ~0 and QOMS = min(Q1, · · · , QN ).
Therefore, the expected queue size under OMS is given by

E{QOMS} =
∫ ∞

0

ΠN
i=1(1− FQi(x)dx

=
∫ ∞

0

ΠN
i=1e

−βxγ

dx

=
∫ ∞

0

e−Nβxγ

dx

=
Γ( 1

γ )

γβ1/γN1/γ

Thus, we can compute the exact gain of OMS vs. RR as

G = 1−
Γ( 1

γ )

γβ1/γN1/γ
· β1/γ

Γ(1 + 1
γ )

= 1−
Γ( 1

γ )

γN1/γΓ(1 + 1
γ )

= 1− 1
N1/γ

(9)

whereΓ(α) = (α− 1)Γ(α− 1).
Observe from Equation (9) and Figure 3 that the gain of OMS

vs. RR depends only on the number of paths and the Hurst
parameter under statistically homogeneous path conditions. In
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particular, observe that gain increases with increasing Hurst pa-
rameter and with an increasing number of paths. When the
Hurst parameter increases, the long-time-scale autocorrelation
of the traffic increases, thereby increasing both the mean and
variance of the queue length. With more highly variable path
conditions, OMS has a greater opportunity to opportunistically
reduce delay. Similarly, with a larger number of paths, it be-
comes increasingly likely that one of the paths is in a low-delay
state, perhaps even with an empty queue, as is occurring as the
gain approaches 1.

C. Two Paths withφ1 = φ2

An important special case for simulation experiments and
model validation is two paths having identical weight. This
scenario occurs if the cross traffic of the two paths has the same
mean rate and in Equal Cost Multi-Path. In this case, we have
φ1 = φ2 = 0.5 and can calculatev∗i by using the joint density
of the queue sizes. That is,

0.5= P (Q1 > Q2 + v∗)

=
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

q2+v∗
f(q1, q2) dq1 dq2

=
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

q2+v∗
γ1β1q

γ1−1
1 e−β1q

γ1
1 γ2β2q

γ2−1
2 e−β2q

γ2
2 dq1dq2

=
∫ ∞

0

γ2β2q
γ2−1
2 e−β2q

γ2
2 e−β1(q2+v∗)γ1

dq2 (10)

for a normalized link capacity of 1. We then use numerical
techniques to solve Equation (10) since a closed form solution
does not exist forγ ≤ 1. Oncev∗ is numerically obtained,
we compute the mean queue sizeE{QOMS} numerically using
Equation (8) which simplifies to

E{QOMS}=
∫ ∞

0

∫ q2+v∗

0

qγ1
1 q

(γ2−1)
2 γ1β1γ2β2e

−{β1q
γ1
1 +β2q

γ2
2 }dq1dq2

+
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

q2+v∗
qγ2
2 q

(γ1−1)
1 γ1β1γ2β2e

−{β1q
γ1
1 +β2q

γ2
2 }dq1dq2.

V. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we perform numerical investigations of the
multipath model for OMS and RR presented in Section IV.

Moreover, we perform an extensive set of ns-2 simulations to
explore the accuracy of the analytical model and study perfor-
mance factors not incorporated by the model such as effects of
delayed information and the impact of multipath routing and
scheduling on TCP throughput.

We consider a scenario as depicted in Figure 4(a) in which
the two paths betweenI2 andE2 have the same capacity, same
propagation delay (1 msec) and identical weight, i.e., the mul-
tipath traffic is split equally among the two paths. We study the
following performance factors and ranges for both the analyt-
ical model and simulations: Hurst parameter [0.5,0.9], mean
rate [0.3,0.9], and variance coefficients [0.5, 4]. Moreover,
with simulations we study the ratio of multipath to cross-traffic
[0,0.5] and the feedback delay for path quality estimation [0,1
sec]. We consider two traffic models: self-similar traffic gener-
ated from a multi-fractal wavelet model [25] as well as “closed-
loop” TCP flows. For TCP, we study the level of aggregation
[1,60 flows] and the version of TCP [New-Reno, SACK], which
impacts TCP’s ability to recover from out-of-order packets due
to multipath routing.

A. Homogeneous Paths

Our first experiments investigate the case where each path
has the same mean rate, variance coefficient and Hurst param-
eter. Figure 5(a) depicts the gain predicted by the analytical
model along with that obtained via simulations. In this case,
the gain is given by the expression in Equation (9). The gen-
eral trend of all five curves is that the gain of Opportunistic
Multipath Scheduling vs. Round Robin increases with increas-
ing Hurst parameter for the reasons described in Section IV-B.
Moreover, the upper four simulation curves of Figure 5(a) indi-
cate that the gain decreases with increasing variance coefficient
a as well as with increased meanm. The reason is that while
increased variance of traffic conditions also provides OMS with
an increased opportunity to exploit low-delay paths, increased
variance also increases mean queue lengths (even in unipath
routing). This effect is explored in Figure 5(b), in which we
vary the variance coefficients from 0.5 to 4 for a mean rate of
0.7 and Hurst parameter of 0.5. The figure shows the effect
on both gain (the decreasing curve) as well as the mean queue
length (the two increasing curves). Observe that while the dif-
ference in mean delay between RR and OMS is increasing with
increasing variance coefficient, the gain is decreasing, as gain is
normalized to the RR delay as in Equation (6). Moreover, ob-
serve that for larger mean rates and Hurst parameters, increas-
ing variance has a lesser effect on gain.

Finally, returning to Figure 5(a), observe that the analytical
result suggests that gain only depends on the Hurst parame-
ter, whereas the simulation results show that it also depends on
mean rate and variance coefficient. Consequently, in practice,
the analytical result becomes a lower bound on the gain of OMS
vs. RR. The reason is that the queue occupancy distribution of
Equation (7) is an asymptotic lower bound (asymptotic in buffer
size) that becomes increasingly tight for large queue sizes.

B. Impact of Variance Coefficient Ratio

Here we consider paths with heterogeneous statistical prop-
erties and study the effect of the variance coefficient ratio. In
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particular, we consider paths 1 and 2 having respective vari-
ance coefficientsa1 and a2 and both paths having the same
mean ratem and Hurst parameterH. Figure 6 illustrates the
effect of the ratio of variance coefficients and compares analyt-
ical and simulation results. Figure 6(a) depicts three groups of
curves corresponding toH = 0.9 (top three curves),H = 0.7
(middle three), andH = 0.5 (lower three). The variance co-
efficient for path 2 isa2 = 0.5 anda1 is varied such that the
x-axis depictsa1/a2. First, the general trend is that gain in-
creases with an increasing variance coefficient ratio. Namely,
OMS exploits increasing path heterogeneity to reduce queue-
ing delay to the maximal extent possible subject to the routing

constraints. Second, note that the analytical bound is increas-
ingly tight for higher mean rates and Hurst parameter for the
reasons described above.

Figure 6(b) shows the result for a fixed Hurst parameter of
0.6 and a fixed mean rate of 0.7. The upper three curves depict
cases ofa2 = 0.5, 1, and 1.5, anda1 is again varied with the
x-axis depictinga1/a2. Observe that the effects of path hetero-
geneity captured through the ratioa1/a2 dominate the effect of
the particular value ofa2. The analytical result again behaves
as a lower bound that is tighter when the Hurst parameter or
ratio increases.
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To maintain tractability, the analytical model assumes that
queue performance is dominated by cross traffic and that the
multipath traffic itself has negligible impact. In this section, we
use simulation to study the effects of the multipath traffic itself.
In particular, we vary the amount of multipath traffic from 1%
to 50% of the cross traffic while holding the mean rate of the
paths constant.

Figure 7 depicts gain as a function of Hurst parameter for
ratios of multipath to cross traffic of 0 to 0.5, for a fixed mean
rate ofm = 0.9 and variance coefficient ofa = 0.5. The figure
shows that gain increases with an increasing ratio of multipath
traffic since the multipath traffic has higher impact on the paths’
conditions, and OMS is incorporating these conditions into the
scheduling decision.

However, the gain increment is smaller for larger Hurst pa-
rameters, as in such cases, OMS already extracts a significant
gain from long-time-scale correlation of cross traffic, and lim-
ited further gain is available (cf. Figure 5). This behavior is also
observed in other experiments (not shown) for different mean
rates and variance coefficients including heterogeneous cases.

D. Information Delay
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In the analytical model, we assume that the conditions of
network paths are immediately available at the traffic splitter.
However, in practice, information will be available only after a
round trip time that includes propagation and queueing delays.
For larger networks, this round-trip delay is expected to be on
the order of tens of milliseconds [24].

To explore this issue, we perform a number of experiments
in which the feedback delay of the queue state varies from 0 to
1 second for paths with mean rate 0.9 and variance coefficient
0.5. As illustrated in Figure 8, the gain decreases with increas-
ing feedback delay, as expected. However, the degradation for
large Hurst parameters is almost negligible since the tempo-
ral correlation of the buffer occupancy increases with the Hurst
parameter such that the buffer occupancy does not change dra-
matically over moderate timescales. As measurement studies
indicate that Hurst parameters incurred in practice are typically
within a range of 0.7 to 0.85, delayed information will not be
a major impediment in achieving high performance with OMS
in many cases. We also find that the relative degradation de-
creases when the variance coefficient and mean rate increases
for reasons discussed previously, and that the results are similar
for heterogeneous variance coefficients and Hurst parameters.

In any case, we note that additional techniques can be incor-
porated into OMS to mitigate the effects of information delay.
First, estimation techniques can be used to predict current path
conditions based on the correlation structure of measurements
(see [26] for example). Moreover, the information delay could
be reduced significantly if the core routers directly exchange
queue-state information with edge routers vs. use of edge-to-
edge probing.

We next study the combined effects of the ratio of multipath
to cross traffic and information delay and present the results in
Figure 9. The key observation is that if the multipath traffic ra-
tio and delay are sufficiently large, andH is sufficiently small,
then RR can outperform OMS as indicated by a negative gain.
Intuitively, if the multipath ratio is 1, then the queue lengths are
determined solely by the multipath traffic. If the information
delay is simultaneously sufficiently large and the queue process
is not sufficiently correlated (H near 0.5), then OMS increas-
ingly selects the “wrong” path by basing its current schedul-
ing decision on its now-irrelevant past scheduling decisions. In
any case, we observe that OMS still obtains significant gains
as compared to RR for parameter values observed in practice
consisting of larger values ofH and moderate round trip times.

E. TCP Traffic

Thus far, we have considered “open loop” traffic in which
the flow input rates are not affected by network performance.
Here, we consider TCP traffic in which flows adapt to network
conditions according to the TCP congestion avoidance policy.

We use ns-2 simulations and consider the scenario of Figure
4(b) with links of 10 and 45 Mb/sec. Multipath flows are estab-
lished betweenI2 andE2 and weights of the paths are equal.
In addition to multipath traffic, we have cross-traffic flows be-
tweenI1 − E1, I1 − E2, andI2 − E1 over link C1 − C2, and
I3−E3, I3−E2, andI2−E3 over linkC3−C4. To obtain the
path condition, we use active probing and insert a time-stamp
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Fig. 9. Joint Effect of Information Delay and Cross Traffic Ratio

into the headers of probe packets atI2, and use this informa-
tion to calculate the path delay atE2. NodeE2 then sends this
measured delay back toI2 for implementing the OMS policy.

In all experiments, we report TCP goodput normalized to the
ideal fair-share rate. Namely as the system is “balanced,” all
TCP flows (multipath and unipath) should obtain an identical
goodput and the normalized goodput should be 1, with values
above or below 1 indicating that a flow is getting more or less
than its fair share. Moreover, we consider both TCP NewReno
[8] as well TCP SACK [9], with the latter mitigating the effects
of mis-ordered packets due to multipath routing.
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Fig. 10. TCP Aggregation and SACK

We begin with a single multipath TCP flow and consider sce-
narios of TCP NewReno (simply referred to as TCP) and TCP
SACK over both OMS and RR multipath scheduling. We repeat
the experiment for different numbers of cross-traffic flows rang-
ing from 3 to 60 per path as reported on the x-axis. For each
experiment, the probing period is 10 msec and the buffer size
is 166 kB. The probing overhead per path is either 32 kb/sec
regardless of the number of multi-path flows, as the probing
interval is 10 msec and only a packet header needs to be trans-
mitted (40 bytes under IPv4).

Figure 10 depicts the resulting goodput of the multipath TCP
flow normalized to its fair share. First, observe that with RR

scheduling, the multipath TCP flow obtains a goodput that
is 20% to 35% of its fair share. Thus, despite having two
paths to choose from, TCP over multipath routing with round
robin scheduling significantly decreases TCP throughput due
to packet misordering. However, with Opportunistic Multipath
Scheduling, the multipath TCP flow encounters significantly-
reduced delays and reduced delay variability. As delay reduc-
tion increases TCP throughput proportionately [27] and delay-
variability reduction reduces the number of out-of-order pack-
ets, the multipath TCP flow can achieve its ideal goodput of 1
across a broad range of scenarios.

Second, observe that while OMS always outperforms RR, an
aggregation level of at least 10 cross traffic flows is required
for the multipath flow to achieve its ideal fair goodput. The
reason is the ratio of multipath to cross traffic explored pre-
viously: OMS has increasingly high performance when cross
traffic dominates multipath traffic.

Third, note the difference between TCP NewReno and TCP
SACK. With RR, selective acknowledgement improves the
throughput of the multipath TCP flow by as much as 40% (.25
to .35). In contrast, with OMS, the difference in performance of
TCP variants is overwhelmed by the effects of selecting better
transmission paths.

Our final experiments explore the effects of probing interval
and buffer size on TCP throughput. In both cases, three curves
are depicted for 3, 12, and 48 cross-traffic flows with all ex-
periments having one multipath flow. Figure 11(a) illustrates
the effect of varying the probing interval from 1 msec to 1 sec.
With very rapid probing and 12 and 48 cross-traffic flows, OMS
selects paths so efficiently that the multipath TCP flow obtains
higher throughput than the cross-traffic TCP flows as indicated
by goodputs greater than 1. Otherwise, provided that probing
occurs at least once per 10 msec and the ratio of multipath to
cross-traffic is sufficiently small, OMS can attain goodputs near
1.

Figure 11(b) illustrates the impact of buffer size on the nor-
malized goodput of the multipath TCP flow. As OMS is us-
ing measured delays to schedule packets, it requires sufficiently
large buffers to differentiate the paths. Thus, to obtain normal-
ized goodputs near 1, a buffer size of at least 166 kB is required,
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a modest amount for this delay-bandwidth product.
In further experiments, we vary the number of multipath TCP

flows as well as the number of cross traffic flows. As the con-
clusions above and from Figure 7 generalize to these cases, we
present no further discussion here.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Multipath routing provides a mechanism for load balancing,
traffic engineering, and ensuring efficient network operation.
Unfortunately, splitting traffic according to a round-robin pol-
icy can reduce throughput of TCP flows by as much as 80%. In
this paper, we introduced Opportunistic Multipath Scheduling
(OMS), a traffic splitting algorithm that opportunistically ex-
ploits high quality paths when they occur while simultaneously
ensuring that paths are utilized according to the specified rout-
ing weights. We analytically showed that OMS has increasing
efficiency with long-time-scale correlated traffic. Moreover, us-
ing simulations we showed that OMS is robust to information
delay and dramatically improves throughput of multipath TCP
flows.
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